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Personal Brand Marketing 

10 Point Checklist 

AJ Kumar 

Want to gain as much knowledge as possible out 

of Marketing Speak? Read on below for a 

10 point checklist that gives the next, real steps you 

can take to elevate your marketing to the next level. 
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10 STEPS YOU CAN TAKE TODAY 
 

Want to step up your marketing game? 

Here are 10 steps that can move you closer to your goals – today. 

 

 Identify my expertise and passion to resonate with my audience. Recognize my interests and 
start a blog or content platform focused on my niche to establish authority. 

 Cultivate relationships with industry professionals, mentors, and peers. Partnerships and       
collaborations play a pivotal role in my career trajectory. 

 Stay updated on industry trends. Experiment with different content formats, including written, 
audio, and video.  

 Implement effective product launch strategies. I should incorporate the evolution of digital    
product launches in my plans. 

 Recognize that not all content will succeed initially. Embrace an iterative process, learn from 
my failures, and optimize my content hooks and transitions for engagement. 

 Aim to produce a significant amount of content to receive ample feedback that helps refine my 
strategies. 

 Balance the use of AI with quality control measures to ensure the content aligns with my brand 
values and resonates with my audience. 

 Consider writing a book or creating original content to solidify my authority. Leverage celebrity 
authority status to attract opportunities and influence others within my industry. 

 Stay adaptable to emerging trends and technologies. The evolving nature of AI and content 
creation requires an open-minded approach in order to remain relevant. 

 Connect with AJ Kumar on his website or Instagram to learn from his insights, client successes, 
and tips. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

https://ajkumar.com/
https://instagram.com/ajthedigitalmaestrao

